
 

 

 

 

Action Responsibility Status 

Provide information to Sonia /Graeme for P&C updates for 
newsletters throughout the year (every second Monday). 

Kylie Ongoing 

Quote and install P&C Acknowledgement plaques. Kylie Awaiting date for 
installation from 

vendor. 

Can we have sausage sizzle at Bunnings Mandurah / Baldivis? Kylie  

Price up coffee club flag via Vistaprint Kylie  

Call Stuart Jackson at Comet Bay College (Woodwork) to see if 
an A2 size surf board could be made to be drilled onto the 
wall at the primary school canteen with a clear type cabinet 
on it to put A3 size canteen information in it. If high school 
cannot make one, check with Rockingham Mens Shed.  

Kylie  

   

Talk to Centrelink in regard to finding more volunteers for the 
canteen. 

Brooke  

Speak to John regarding the shutter door to see if it can be 
made to go up higher on the canteen. 

Brooke F / U with John 

Order 15 new vests for parent volunteers Brooke  

Thank teachers and share the Fuel our School figures so 
teachers know they are doing a good job. Could promote on 
social media also. 

Brooke  

Request via Facebook page for anyone who might be able to 
create a fitting room for our uniform shop. 

Brooke CMPTD 

Can we have paper-based parent surveys sent out to parents 
to allow parents to have more time to complete these instead 
of rushing through it whilst at the school. 

Brooke  

Ask P&C members via Watsap if they have any suggested 
questions for parent survey. 

Brooke CMPTD 

Research the possibility of holding another mental health 
night. One aimed for parents and have the same speaker at a 
year 6 assembly. Possibly use “safe on social media” speaker. 
Possible WACSSO contact?   

Brooke / Leonie  

Share “safe on social media” detail via the P&C Facebook page 
and check peoples’ interest. 

Brooke  

Let Mrs McRae know of P&C decision to sponsor school 
production. 

Brooke CMPTD 

Lock in a date for the Colour Run committee to meet. Brooke CMPTD 

   

Upload all treasurer reports to the relevant meeting files in 
Drop Box 

Leesa Completed. 

Speak to Domino Port Kennedy about possibility of having 
small pizzas for last day of school (Rob). Can they help with 
keeping them warm.  

Brooke  
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Create album for sports associations to promote their team 
registration details via the P&C page so families know what is 
available in the community for their kids to join.  

Brooke  

   

Advise Leesa how many sales have occurred for slushies and 
sandwiches for forgotten lunches for term 2.  

Susan  

Book the coffee van for Tuesday 21 August Learning Journey 
and carnival days.  

Susan CMPTD 

   

Research for curtain with school logo for fitting room  Sarah Potsy  

 


